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Synopsis

Reprint edition of these two collectors’ resources featuring catalogs of toy figurines produced by the Barclay Manufacturing Company of New Jersey, and Manoil, Beton, Authenticast, Warren, All-Nu (Faben) and Grey Iron.
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Customer Reviews

Richard O’Brien’s warm and breezy style of writing, along with well-reproduced and nicely laid-out illustrations make this a MUST HAVE for old army men collectors - or should I say collectors of Old Armymen? I am, as always, astounded at ’s super service in getting both of his slim books in this genre to me swiftly and safely. THANK YOU Richard! thanks to N!

Okay at best. I was truly disappointed in the quality of the photos in the book. I found it hard to impossible to see any small differences between some similar figures. If someone would make a better quality book I would spend more for it.

This combination of the two previously published books is an absolute must for any serious collector of American Made Toy Soldiers. It contains catalog photos of nearly every item made by the largest American toy soldier makers. Some very rare items are pictured that have never been included in any other catalog or reference material that has been published. Having collected toy soldiers for over 30 years, I still find myself refering to the two original books for identification and reference purposes. Don’t collect American Toy Soldiers without it.Stan Alekna ~ Cornwall, PA
Nice collector's book. Good to organise your collection of old Barclay Toys. And some background information with the old catalog drawings in it.
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